
Material needed for HW1 (elliptic)

We want to form the global stiffness matrix and all the forces.

A. Interior of element contributions
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If we want to solve the parabolic PDE we need to add 
capacity matrix

B. Essential BC:
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C. Natural BC

D. K and F terms from interior interfaces
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By adding terms a), b), c) we get a 4x4 interface stiffness matrix that needs to subsequently assembled to 
the global system K

After the assembly, we get K and F (and M for parabolic PDE)

Parabolic Case (HW2), only the mass (capacity) matrix is added
We'll use a forward Euler scheme
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In practice, we don't form a global C, and only solve the equations at the element level. 
We basically solve 1 element at a time. -> Ideal for parallel computing
As noted, we never form any stiffness matrix for explicit schemes.

Time step for parbolic PDEs

Some points about elliptic and parabolic PDEs
1. Single versus two-field formulations

Interpolating vector q significantly increases the number of global unkowns in 2D and 3D
We need to add a compatibility condition between q and T
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We need to add a compatibility condition between q and T

We can solve for T and q as independent fields by assembling the global K and F and solving for the 
unknowns of T and q.

There are 2 approaches to only solve for T at the global level.
Approach a:
Don't interpolate T

Approach b: Remove q dofs from the global system
In this case, we have a genuine 2F formulation but at the global level, we only solve for T, go back to 
the elements and solve q's
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We need to apply condensation to q dofs and remove 
them from element dofs when assembling to the global K

Why do we want to have a 2F formulation anyway
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Hybridizable DG methods (HDG) is a relatively new DG method, whose dofs (unknows) are the 
target values on element interfaces (i.e. they are already at the skeleton of the mesh). 
Accordingly getting rid of "interior dofs" is much easier (like CFEM) and there is no need to have l 
and r operators of the LDG method to get rid of q dofs.

Discussing this the next time
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